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Quite a number of new minerals was discovered on the territory of
Czechoslovakia
the last two decades. The mineralogical wealth
of
state was very enriched in this manner. Among these finds
there are
new kinds of
as the result of the scientific
carried out
by the younger generation.
The
of the finds of new minerals was discovered by the research on different localities in the
the minority is the result of
the scientific revision of the older material from the collections of
research-institutions e.g.
museums etc. - Brief characteristic of all these finds and their
are the subject of the next
report.
NEW KINDS OF MINERALS

COPPER ARSENIDES FROM

f\.nj'\.Ul

MTS.

1958-1961 three very rare new kinds of copper arsenides were
discovered and
by Z. JOBAN on the dumps of the old
ore-mines N od
E of VrchlabI in Krkonose Mts. (Giant Mts.)
in NE Bohemia.
be found in fine-grained aggregates in the
carbonate-veins
the skarn and erlan rock intercalations in
the
of mtca-schist.
Keutekite [1958], probably hexagonal CU2As. Its microscopic granular
aggregates or isolated
are dark blue in colour and macrospically very rare. G =
Named after the Academician J. KOUTEK,
Charles

Ilnh"'Y'<:itu

Nov:ikite (1959),
(
It forms dark or steel-gray
fine-granular
or impregnatIons in carbonate, mostly calcite-veins. Often associated with native arsenic it drives back the surG =
B = 3-3.5. Named after the Professor
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Paxite (1961) probably orthorhombic CU2Asl (from greek pax = peace).
Its very fine-granular aggregates with metallic lustre are light steel-gray
in colour with black streak. They tarnish very quickly and use to be
associated with arsenic and silver. Its significant feature contrary to
koutekite and novaklte is the good cleavage. G = 5.3. H = 3.5-4.
Molybdite. - On the well-known molybdenite and cassiterite deposit
in Krupka, N of Teplice in Krusne hory (Ore Mts.] in NW Bohemia,
F. CECH and P. POVONDRA (1963) dscovered the natural MoOj • This
is a component of the so-called "molybdenum-ochers". It was called
after the old name molybdite, for the first time used by R. P. GREGG
and W. G. LETTSOM (1859) as a collective name for all molybdenum-ochers. Its light yellow-greenish, very fine tabular or needle-like crystals with adamantine lustre occurred in the quartz-veins in pegmatite
body situated in the complex of orthogneiss. Molybdite originated probably as a product of the hydrothermal alteration of molybdenite.
Kettnerlte. - A very rare tetragonal (Ca, F) (BiG) COl - kettnerite,
is chemically very related to beyerite (without F). It has been found
and described by L. ZAK and V. SYNECEK (1957) from the cavities of
quartz-veins also in Krupka, like the molybdite. Its rare tabular microcrystals isolated or in groups are brown or lemon-yellow in colour,
often associated with bismuth or bismuthinite, and can be found on
the quartz-crystals. Named after R. KETTNER, professor of geology,
Charles University, Prague.
Llpseomblte. - The first natural occurrence of tetragonal (Fe, Mn) Fe2
(OH I P0 4 h was found in the pegmatites veins of Otov, NW of Domazltce,
SW Bohemia. F. CECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1961) give its
detailed investigations. It forms massive, black, max. 4 em thick veins
with blue-green streak or also accumulations associated with quartz,
garnet and sulphides.
Buknvskyite. - Probably monoclinic Fe2 (AsOd (SOd (OH).7 H20, from
the old dumps of Karik, N of Kutna Hora, E Bohemia, at first described
1930 (F. ULRICH) and named "Arsendestinezite". F. NovAK, P. POVONDRA and J. VTELENSKY (1968) accomplished its new detailed investigations and named it after professor A. BUKOVSKY, who made its
first chemical analysis. Bukovskyite forms botryoidal noduls "(max. size
60 em), light yellow-greenish in colour. G = 2,334. It originates with
the alteration of arsenopyrite on dumps during several last centuries.
Sekaninalte. - An iron riche member of the cordierite series was
described by J. STANEK and J. MISKOVSKY (1964). It occurs in the well
known pegmatite veins in granulite at Dolni Bory, N 'of Velke Mezli'Icl,
W Moravia. Already for a long time its beautiful columnar or spindle-like crystals (max. size 50 em), blue-violet in colour were found here.
They are often considerably altered in chlorite. Sekaninaite contains
17.5-17.85 % of FeO (cordierite contains max. 15.31 % FeO), is higher
indices of refraction than cordierite and G = 2,772. It represents a new
extreme end-member of the cordierite series. Named. after J. SEKANINA,
professor of mineralogy, University J. E. Purkyne, Brno, the author of
its first investigation and description.
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OF MINERALS
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Arsennlamprtte, - Z. JOHAN [1959 J described together with the new
arsenides-paragenesis also plate-like crystals of arsenolamprite, orthorhombic modification of arsenic native, Lom the old ore-mines of Cerny Dul, E of Vrchlabi, NE Bohemia. Its black crystals are here associated with sulphides and arsenides in the carbonates vein.
II. SuI phi des and analogous minerals
Mnlssanlte, - Minute blue-green or yellow-green tabular crystals, grains
and fragments of the rare rnolssantte were discovered and described
from the volcanic breccia situated between villages of Stare and Lesk.i,
SSE of Bilina, NE Bohemia by J. BAUER, J. FIALA and R. HR.lCHovA
(1963 J. This is the third locality of this rare mineral in the world.
Moissanite occurs in the limonite-layers of altered breccia.

The paragenesis of s e l e n I d e s
'I'lemannlta was the first rare Hg-selentde discovered in CSSR. It was
described by Z. JOHAN [1960 J from the old mines of Cerny DUl in
Krkonose Mts. as black or dark steel-gray fine-granular aggregates
in veins of calcite.
From the carbonate-veins traversing the orthogneisses and hornstones
complex of the crystalline schists of S Bohemia was described by A.
BLUML, A. TACL and V. RUS (1964, 1966 J a rich und mineralogically
very interesting paragenesis of copper selenides. Between the villages
of Lasovice and Predbnrtce, S of Krasna Hora on Vltava river, occur disseminated fine-granular aggregates of predominating berzehanlte with
the small amounts of umangite, euealrtte [Ag], elausthalite [Pb}, tiemannita [Hg J and only microscopic granular and uncertain cruekesite [TI,
Ag J. In the quite similar paragenesis, but in a greater quantity, occur
copper selenides also in W Moravia, especially between the Town
of ZeJ'ar on Sazava river and Pernste]n. They are investigated namely
by M. KVACEK, J. PLHAL, J. MATUSKA and F. KUPKA (1963). In the
carbonate-veins the selenides are associated with coppersulphides and
pyrite. In a greater amount berzelianite prevails forming with other
selenides great fine-granular or massive aggregates in carbonate. The
main selentdes-Iocalittes are four as follows: Bukov and Habi'I W of
Pernstejn, Slavkovlce and Petrovice WSW of Nove Mesto in Moravia.
Berzellanite is associated with
intergrowing the rare elausthalite. To the very rare selenides belong here: erouxeslte, eueairtte
(microscopic only J and also two new selenides: eskebornlte and tyrrellite
identified by M. KVACEK [1965, 1967J.
Culoradnlte from the famous gold-bearing quartz veins of [Ilove, S of
Prague, was described by P. MORAVEK (1957]. Its rare dark brown
isolated grains [max. size 8 mm) and granular aggregates grow to-
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gether with gold native and tellurobismuthite.
with sulphides in the dolomitic carbonate.

are associated

Hawleyite, was described by P. CERNY (1957) from Bucnik peak, SW
of Koruna, ESE of Uhersky Brod, SE Moravia, which is its second locality
in the world. Associated with greenockite, gypsum, aragonite
it
forms rare light yellow thin crusts in the cavities of the andesite-vein
traversing the flysh-sandstones.
Enargite, till now in Bohemia uncertain, was described from three new
localities in Slovakia. Its microscopic grains identified G.
ANDRUSOVOVA (1956) as inclusions in tetrahedrite of
paratively riche occurrence of enargrte . described M. RIEDER (1963)
from old mines in Havranf dolina, NNE of Dobstna (with tennantite )
and M. SOUBA (1957) from the siderite-deposit of Gretl, S of SpiSska
Nova Ves. Enargite forms here columnar crystals (max. 5 mm in size),
coarse fibers or aggregates with ankerite, quartz, hematite and sulphides.
Pnlydymite from the impregnations of epigenetic sulphides in a massive
of gabbroid rocks of Kunratice, S of Sluknov, and Rozany, N of Sluk nov,
N Bohemia, was identified and described by V. HOFFMAN, F. KUPKA
and Z. TRDLICKA (1963). As a rare mineral polydymite forms grey
microscopic grains or aggregates as fillings of the fissures namely
of pyrrhotite.
Wehrlite, one of the rare minerals of the tellurobismuthite group was
identified by J. SOBOTKA (1959) in quartz-veins of Libctce [old gold
mine J, SSE of Novy Knin, Central Bohemia. It occurs in m'nute rare
silver-white grains or tabular crystals associated with gold and sulphides.
Gudmundite on its first occurrence was described by L. ZAK (1953)
as small grains (max. size 5 mm), very similar to
in the
anttmorute-veins of Flolnfk peak near Vlastajovlce, WNW
Ledge on
Sazava river, E Bohemia. Its second occurrence was identified by K.
PADERA (1956) as indistinct crystals or often fine-granular
in antimonite veins between Pezinok and Pernek, N of Bratislava, W
Slovakia.
Skutterudite. - Both till now known Co-Ni arsenides from [achymov in
Bohemia were revised and investigated by F. MRl'JA, D. PAVLO [1957- 1963) and M. KVACEK (1965). There was found, that they contain less
amount of As and have very variable relation Co to Nl. Therefore all
specialists are of the opinion, that they deal with skutterudite,
with Ni-skutterudite in th:s case.
<>mCTf'lJ,IT

Rezbanyite, rare granular, steel-gray in colour, associated with sulphides, was for the first time identified by K. PADERA, V.
and
J. PELIKAN (1955) from the quartz-veins in phyllite-series near Dobsina,
E Slovakia. In similar paragenesis rezbanyite occurs on the slderitedeposit of Hummel, WSW of Kosice, E Slovakia and was described by
S. BAJANIK (1960). Its third occurrence was discovered
M. KODERA
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(1965) as small rare grains, associated with chalcopyrite and other
sulphides in the Rosalia-vein of Banska Hodrusa near Banska Stiavnica,
Central Slovakia.
Gem::Yonlte. - An uncertain find of only microscopic grain of this rare
mineral described by G. pANTD (1940 J from the abandoned antimontte-deposit in Cucma, N of Rozriava, E Slovakia. F. VRABKA and K. PADERA (1957) safely identified rare steel-gray crusts of geocronite on granular galena-veins of Bohutin, N of Prfbram, central Bohemia. Its another occurrence discovered C. VARCEK (1965) in ore-deposit of Niznj
Slana, NW of Rozriava, E Slovakia. The rare small indstinct crystals or
fine-granular aggregates are associated with sulphides in quartz-veins
here.
was discovered in gold bearing quartz-veins near [Ilove
(Radlik-vetn}, SSE of Prague, Central Bohemia. J. SOBOTKA (1959)
described its small black-grey aggregates of columns of fine needles.
Cosalite from the anomal concentration of Bi-rnlnerals on the goldveins of [Ilove [Pepf mine), SSE of Prague, was described
by P. MORAvEK (1956). It forms small steel-grey, fine-granular aggregates. Minute columnar crystals (max. 1 em in size) associated with
sulphides discovered by J. H. BERNARD (1964) in the siderite-veins of
Prakovce, SSW of Gelnica, E Slovakia.
similar to jamesonite, rare mineral, in steel-grey or needle-like or columnar crystals (max. 4 mm in size) was found on five localities. From the vein of quartz in [ilove [Pepf mine), SSE of Prague was
described by P. MORAVEK (1956). On the siderite-veins with quartz and
sulphides in E Slovakia was identified by Z. TRDLIGKA and F. KUPKA
(1957) in Smrekovy vrch near Smolnfk, W of Kosice, by Z. TRDLIGKA
and V. HOFFMAN (1957) from Smolnik-rnlne, by F. NovAK (1961) from
Rozriava (Maria-vein), and finaly by J. VACLAV (1964) in David-vein
of Henclova, S of Splsska Nova Ves.
III. 0 X IDE SAN DCA R BON ATE S
Gahnlta occurrences were previously supposed to be a green spinel.
Rare dark-green grains (max. 1 cm in size) were identified as gahnit
by J. STANEK (1960) in pegmatite-veins of Otov, NW of Domazlice,
SW Bohemia. The same author described also abundant dark-green
octahedrons or grains of
(max. 5 mm in size J from the pegmatite of Marsfkov, NE of Sumperk, N Moravia.
Gatmespinel containing 21 percent of ZnO was described by J. VTELENJ from the alluvion of Otava-river near Modlesovtce E of
SKY [
Strakonice, S Bohemia. It occurs as minute blue-green octahedrons or
its fragments (0.1-0.2 mm in size).
Pyrophanite was identified by L. ZAK [1967 J from the deposit of pyrite
and Mn-ores of Chvaletice, E of Kolin, E Bohemia. It occurs as fine veins
in hornstone or rarely forms black tabular crystals [max. 10 mm in
size) associated with the rare melanophlogite.
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Stlblennite [hvdroromelte ] occurs as light-yellow powder forming pseudomorphoses after anttmontte-crystals (max. size 3 em). It was described by F. NovAK and F. KUPKA (1957) from the oxidstton-zone of the
antirrionite-deposit in Nova Bana, WSW of Banska Stiavnica, Central
Slovakia.
Mleraltte, a rare accessory mineral of pegmatite was found in altogether five localities. Its yellow-brown crystals (max. 5 mm in size 1
and fine-granular aggregates described by F. CECH and J. STANEK
(1960) from the lithium bearing pegmatite of Nova Ves, WSW of Ceske
Budajovlce, S Bohemia. - By the same authors microlite was identified
as minute brown grains in albite-pegmatite near Marsikov (Scheibengraben), NE of Sumperk, N Moravia. In the lepidolite-pegmatite in
Dobra Voda, NE of Velke Mezirfcf, microlite forms grey border round
stibiotantalite-grains and was investigated by J. STANEK (1962). From
the albite-pegmatite veins of Dolni Bory, N of Velke Mezirici, W Moravia, described P. CERNY [1965) light-brown granular microlite. It
forms very rare isometric crystals [max. 0.7 mm in size) also in the desilicated pegmatite-veins in Veina, S of Bysti'ice on Pernste]n, NW
Moravia and was described from here by F.
[1933].
Melannphlngtte ; its second world-locality was described by L. ZAK
(1967) in the Mn-ores deposit of Chvaletice, E of Kolin, E Bohemia. The
transparent minute cubes [1-3 mm in size) occurred very rarely on
the chalcedony-crusts in the cavities of the rhodochrosite-horizon here.
Cryptomelane was identified by P. CERNY (1961J on the Mnore deposit of Predni Arnostov, NNW of [evlcko, NW Moravia. Its lath shaped,
fine-granular or compact aggregates, steel-grey in colour, occur as
fillings of the fissure of the Permian sediments. It usually was associated with pyrolusite and calcite.
Vernadlte, a rare mineral of the cryptomelane series, was discovered
by powder pattern method and described by M. KVAGEK and A. PFEIFEROVA [1966 J in the Devonian limestone in Javortcko, WSW of Litovel, Central Moravia. Associated with pyrolusite it is similar to the reniform psilomelane.
Ramsdelllte, macroscopically and also chemically similar to pyrolusite,
was identified by E. BERNARDOvA and E. sLANSK'i" (1950J in the
deposit of Horni Blatna, NNW of Karlovy Vary and in Prebuz, ENE of
Kraslice, W Bohemia. Its black-grey compact or rodlike aggregates ace
associated here with pyrolusite and form impregnations in the red-brown quartz-veins.
WodginUe on its third locality of the world was found only once in the
lithium-pegmatite near Krasonice, ENE of Dacice,W Moravia. Its brown
grain (4x 3 mm in size J occurs in albite associated with columbite-tantalite and was described by J. LUNA [1965).
BLOMSTRANDINE [priorite], a rare to allanite similar pegmatite mineral,
was described by F. CECH (1957 J at the first time from pegmatite vein
near SlaviCky and also from the environs of Vladislav, E of TrebiC,
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W Moravia. It occurs here as minute grains or columnar crystals
[2-3 mm in size), dark brown in colour (also red-brown) with resinous
luster.
Mentroselte, very similar to goethite, was identified by B. V. BRODIN
and J. M. DYMKOV (1961) in the famous ore-veins with calcite at Pffbram, Central Bohemia. Its 1.5 em thick black crusts with reniform
surface, composed of lath-shaped needles in calcite are often associated with pitchblende.
Huntlte, - The new mineral named ondi'ejite and described by J. V. KASPAR (1944) from the cavities of Devonian limestone of N Moravia, was
newly revised and investigated by K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1964).
These authors found, that original material from Zbrasov aragonite-caves is not a new mineral, but more a mixture of huntite with magnesite.
Rnsaslte, or better said mineral related to rosasite, was described by
J. KOURIMSKY (1957) from the ore-vein near Vranclce, SSE of Prfbram,
Central Bohemia. Macroscopically very similar to malachite, it contains
only traces of Zn, but access of Pb. Therefore it stands between rosasite
and schuilingite. Its light blue-green needles and radiated or earthy
aggregates occur in the cavities of the vein-quartz.
Sttchtlte, on its fifth world-locality, was investigated by J. ULRYCH
[1966) from serpentine body of Slatinka, N of Letovice, Central Moravia.
On the fissures of this rock we find thin layers of pink-Violet stichtite
composed of minute tabular crystals (max. 1.5 mm in size). It is associated namely with antigorite and chrysotile.
Hambergite occurring as colourless or grey-whitish grains in quartz
of the lithium-pegmatite near Susice, SE of Klatovy, SW Bohemia, was
identified by J. MISKOVSKY [1955). It was described also by F. CECH
[1957) from the lithium-pegmatite vein of Ctidruztce, SSE of Moravske
Budejovlce, SW Moravia. It occurs here associated with bertrandite in
the cavities after the decomposed beryl crystals.
IV. S U L P HAT E SAN D P H 0 S P HAT E S
Brnnhantite occurrences in Czechoslovakia were uncertain till now. Its
first safely identified find was described by F. CECH (1954, 1957)
from the copper ore veins of Ludvlkov, SW of Vrbno, N Silesia. The
minute emerald-green columnar, rarely also tabular crystals (max. 1 mm
in size) associated with copper-minerals were found in the cavities of
vein quartz. In similar paragenesis foliated bronchantite was described
by F. CECH (1961) from the old copper-mines of Borovec near Stepanov,
E of Bystrtce on Pernstejn, NW Moravia.
Cyanntrlehlte (lettsomite) was described by F. CECH and P. LAzNICKA
(1965) as rare azur-blue fibrous aggregates of minute needle-like crystals in cavities of vein quartz. Its locality are the vast old dumps of
the abandoned copper-mines of Lubietova-Podltpa, NE of Banska Bystrica, Central Slovakia.
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a rare secondary mineral, was described from two localities.
Its minute or microscopic tabular crystals
blue in colour occurring
in cavities of limonite from the abandoned m nes of Nova
N of Rymarov, N Moravia, were identified
J. SEKANINA (1931). B. FOJT
(1959) discovered and described its druses of columnar crystals from
new mined ore-veins of Zlate Hory, ESE of
N Silesta. Linarite
occurs here in the cavities of limestone and was previo
supposed
to be azurite.
Batpakdallte, a new mineral from the so called
group, on its second locality of the world "vas
(1962, 1963). Its lemon-yellow thin
the
in vein quartz were found in the wellknown
Teplice, N Bohemia.
NEW FINDS OF PHOSPHATES FROM THE BOHEMIAN AND MORAVIAN
PEGMATITES

Many new finds of phosphates were discovered in Czechoslovakian
pegmatite veins during last
Basic and waterless
containing mostly
Mn
Ca
ammong
llized minerals are very rare, because the phosphates from mostly only
irregular granular crystalline
also veins in pegmatite veins. They are often closely
and therefore
their investigation is sometimes difficult. Their main Iaeallties are
situated in W Bohemia in the environs of Domazlice town [namely
Ohnistovice, Meclov -NW of the town) and near Vernerov
E of As town. Very fiche localities are in W
Velke Mezirlcl [the
of Dolnf
Viden
rov }, Krasontce ENE of
and in N Moravia Marsikov
O.I
Sumperk.
Hurlbutite on the fourth locality of the world, occurring as small
pink, fine-granular
associated with rare
in albite
with muscovite, is known
Otov, N of Domazhce. It was described
by J. STANEK (1966).
Heternsite was uncertain in Czechoslovakia for
time. The
as lamelfirst occurrence was safely identified by J.
Meziricl.
lar Intergrowth with graftonite from
from
J. LUNA (1962) described its dark brown
p'-hr"thln helithium-bearing pegmatite of Krasonice. Red-violet and
terosite was identified by M.
[1956 J in Ohnistovlce. J. STANEK (1960) found heterosite associated with
and grattontte,
all as the most common phosphates in Otov.
Ferrfsteklertte, as a green and brown border round the accummulations
of phosphates was described by M.
[1956 J from Oh nis tovice
[Vetrny peak). It was also mentioned
Z.
(1965) from Meclov
and as a probable mineral
J. LUNA 1962)
Moravia.
Sarenpside in shape of
brown columnar
from Domazlice
(Vesela peak), uncertain till now, was
identified
F.
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K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1961). They describe it also from Otov,
where it is associated with graftonite and garnet. Its another occurrence is mentioned by J. STANEK [1957) from Dolnl Bory.
GraHonUe was known associated with sarcopsde from Dom lzlice and
satelyuetermined by F. CECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA [1962).
In Cyrilov, W Moravia, graftonite is very common as brown red g canular
aggregates, described by F. tECH, P. POVONDRA and J. STANEK [1964).
It was identified by X-rays method also in the granite from Prfbyslavice, E Bohemia, and described by F. CECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1962). Granular, pink and brown graftonite, associated with
triplite, triphyline and heterosite, is very abundant in OhniSt'ovice and
Otov, where it was identified by M. NOVOTN'( [1955).
quite common with triphyline in accummulations of phosphates. The mineral was identified for the first time by J. STANEK
(1955) from Cyrilov, W Moravia. Its detailed investigations by J. STANEK (1967) were made on the material from Dolni Bory. It occurs here
as fine granular or massive dark green aggregates associated with
sarcopside.
chemically related to alluaudlte, as an uncertain mineral only, was mentioned from Cyrilov by J. STANEK (1955) and by
F. CECH and K. PADERA (1958) from Prtbyslavtce, E Bohemia.
uncertain only, dark-brown in colour, was found once near
Otov and mentioned by F. GECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1961).
Wa gnerite was described by J. STANEK (1965) from Dolnf Bory. It forms
white-grey, 1-2 mm thin coatings on
associated with pyrite
and garnet. It was found once only.
Zwiesellte, similar to trip lite, occurs as massive dark-brown aggregates
near Cyrilov and was identified by F. GECH, P. POVONDRA and J. STANEK (1964). Its another occurrence was described from Dolni Bory by
J. STANEK (1965).
chemically related to triploidite [Fe">Mn
was mentioned
from Otov by F. CECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1961) and it
was analyzed as so called "triplite" from Cyrilov by F. KovAR and
F. SLAVIK (1900).
similar to lazulite, was identified as a very rare mineral
from Dolni Bory by J. STANEK [1966). Its fine, deep-blue fine-granular
or massive coatings were found on the fissures of the pink andalusite
with muscovite.
.
oo

),

chemically related also to lazulite, was known only as
artificial till now. F. GECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1961)
published detailed description of its first natural find of the world
from Otov. Natural lipscombite forms massive, black aggregates with
blue-green surface as veins (max. 4 cm thick) or accummulations with
sulphides garnet and zircon in quartz. In its cavities small druses of
the rare hureaultte crystals and clinostrengite were found.
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Rnekbrtdgelta, macroscopically similar to dufrenite, but chemically related to lipscombite, was found for the first time near Cyrilov (Moravia) and described by J. STANEK (1955). Its columnar or fibrous aggregates are brown in colour. It is also possible, that in this case the mineral is frondelite. Rockbridgeite was mentioned also from Dolni Bory
by T. KRUTA (1965], from Otov by F. CECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1961) and at last from Pribyslavice, E Bohemia, by F. CECH
and K. PADERA (1958).
Augellte from its second occurrence in Europe was described from Dolni
Bory by J. STANEK (1953) and from Otov (1960). Only one yellow-grey
grain was found in Otov till now. Blue or blue-grey grains of augelite
in amblygonite were found very abundantly near Vernerov, NNW of
..heb, W. Bohemia. They were identified and described by F. CECH
(1962 ).
Crandalltte. - Its only one locality was described by F. CECH (1962).
In the deposit of Sn and Li-ores near Vernet'ov, W Bohemia, it forms
white or bluish granular aggregate associated with augelite and apatite.
Hureaultte was described by F. CECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA
(1961) from Otov. Rare druses of its minute light pink crystals or fine
granular aggregates are situated in the cavities of lipscombite.
Sehnlzlte was identified once only by J. STANEK (1966) in Otov, its third
occurrence in the world. It forms fine whitish coatings with small
crystals (max. 0.5 mm in size) on the sphalerite crystals in the druse-cavity of pegmatite. The mineral originated by the alteration of sphalerite.
Cllnustrengite was discovered by J. STANEK (1955) in Cyrilov. It occurs
as small (max. 1 mm in size) indistinct pink crystals, associated with
strengite in the cavities of the pegmatite veins. Its light pink small
crystals are mentioned also from Otov by F. tECH, K. PAD:::RA and
P. POVONDRA (1961).
Messalite, a doubtful mineral till now, was investigated in detail from
granite of Ptibyslavice, S of C.lslav, E Bohemia, by F. CECH and K. PADERA (1958). It was described from the phosphate accummulations,
associated namely with triphyline, apatite and vivianite. Granular aggregates of mess elite, pink or whitish-green in colour, surround the
grains of triphyline here. A replacement of triphyline by messelite is
common here.
Pairfieldlte was identified by J. STANEK (1955) from Cyrilov only once
till now, as small yellow grains on trip lite. A mineral related to fairfieldite was described from Otov [Vetrny peak) by M. NOVOTN i (1956],
in small tabular crystals (max. 1 mm in size), in the cavity of the
phosphate accummulation with graftonite.
Lauelte was described by F. CECH and K. PADERA (1958) from Otov.
It is very rare in cavities of phosphates in small, yellow or yellow-brown
columnar crystals (3 mm in size). It often occurs with berountte and
dark green rockbridgeite. Also J. STANEK (1965) mentioned a find of
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yellow-brown laueite in the cavities of quartz in Dolnl Bory, W Moravia.
MUhridatite, chemically related to bol'Ickytte, from Otov was described
by F. GECH, K. PADERA and P. POVONDRA (1961). It was relatively
abundant here, occurring with lipscombite as accummulation or veins
in quartz. Its dark green-brown radial fibrous aggregates were found
on the dumps. Mithridatite was mentioned also by J. STANEK (1963)
from Cyrilov.
Isnkite, described for the first time from Isoko in Rhodesia, was identified also by D. J. FISHER (1957) from Horni Slavkov (form. Schlaggenwald), SSW of Karlovy Vary, W Bohemia. The author found isokite as
a product of the hydrothermal desintegration of triplite. Isokite is fine
granular, light brown in colour and contains remnants of triplite here.
VesignhHte, a light yellow-green basic Ba-Cu vanadate, was found during 1953-1954 in three Czechoslovakian localities. It was found here
before its first description by C. GUILLEMIN (1955) from various localities in USSR and Thuringia. K. PADERA and Z. JOHAN (1957) described
it from the deposit of Vranclce, SSE of Prfbram, Central Bohemia, from
the melaphyre rocks near Lomnice on Popelka river, NE Bohemia,
and also in the carbonate noduls of Permian sediments in Horni Kalna,
N of Nova Paka, NE Bohemia. Vestgnierte occurs as very small light
yellow-green foliated aggregates in all these localities.
Gareelxite was identified by P. POVONDRA and E. SLANSKY (1966) in
altered phonolite of Vysoke Brezno and Male Bi'ezno, SW of Most, NW
Bohemia. Microscopically very similar to the related kaolinite it occurs
in the thin white or brown-red veins.
Strunzlte from the deposit of Mn-ores near Moraslce, SW of Prelouc,
E Bohemia, was originally described by F. SLAVIK (1928) as cacoxenite.
But after C. FRONDEL (1957) had identified the new mineral strunzite
from the famous Hagendorf in Bavaria, F. Cech and E. SLANSKf (1959)
revised the old determination and proved, that the mineral from Moraslce is strunzite indeed. It occurs as straw-yellow aggregates of radial
fine fibers (max. 5 mm in size).
Planerite was newly proved to be an independent kind of mineral after
its detailed investigations by F. GECH, P. POVONDRA and E. SLANSKY
(1951). They identified it in th old abandoned limonite-mine of Ponikla
on Jizera river, NNW of Jilemnice, NE Bohemia, where this mineral was
originally supposed to be turquoise. It occurs as azure-blue 0, greenishblue thin layers of fine parallel fibres with botryold al surface on quartz
or limonite.
V. S I L I CAT E S
Willemite was described for the first time by A. A. MALACHOV and
J. KOURIMSKY (1956) from the polymetallic-ore deposit in Vrancice,
SSE of Prfbram, Central Bohemia. It occurs as white or light grey,
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short prismatic, striated crystals with vitreous luster or radiated, granular and massive aggregates. There are known three generations here.
Willemite was found associated with native silver and chalcocite.
was at first mentioned microscopic only by J. KRATOCHVIL
(1968) from Chvaletice deposit, E of Kolin, E Bohemia. L POKORNY
and F. KUPKA (1957) described it from Zdechovice, NNE of Caslav,
E Bohemia, in detaiL Tephroit occurred as small dark brown grains
or granular aggregates, associated with garnet, rhodonite and Mnanthophyllite in the core from the contact deposit of Mn-ores with
pyrite.
Oyamalite was only mentioned at the first by E. BURKART (1953 J from
pegmatite vein of Dolni Bory, N of Velke MeziNcl, W Moravia. P. CERN r (1959) described in detail the second find of oyamalite from nazmatite in serpentine rock body of Vezna, S of Bystrfce on Pernste]n, NW
Moravia. The metamict oyamalite occurs as radial columnar aggregates
or short prismatic crystals [max. 5 mm in size), grey-black in colour
on monazite or ilmenorutlle. Its surface is usually whitish grey.
a long time uncertain mineral, was identified
F.
CECH (1966) and investigated in detail from four occurrences in the
W of Krusne hory (Ore Mts.]. It is very common here, associated namely with native bismuth. It occurs as dirty or greenish-yellow
lent or earthy aggregates in veins or as thin coatings on quartz. Its localities are: [achymov, Ha]e [form. Zwittermlihl), NW of [achymov,
Smrkovec (form. Schonticht}, NNW of Martanske Lazne and Horni
Rotava, SE of Kraslice.
Chapmanite, macroscopically rather similar to nontronite, was found
on three localities. The first of these was between Smilkov and Plachova Lhota villages, SSW of Votice, Central Bohemia, and it was
described by F. CECH and P. POVONDRA (1963). Chapmanite occurs
as olive green or yellow compact or earthy thin veins and coatings
in graphitic gneiss. J. SOBOTKA (1964) identified another similar locality of chapmanite in the abandoned antimontte-mtnes in gneiss near
Bonenov, SSE of Martanske Lazne, W Bohemia. The same author described (1965) the third locality of this mineral in the abandoned antimonltemines near ChrIc, SSW of Rakovnfk, W Bohemia. Chapmanite of this
locality was previously supposed to be a new mineral named hotertte.
Ilvaite [Itevrite ] was described by H. REH (1932) as a rare and only
microscopic mineral from hematite deposit of Vysoka Pee village, E of
Kraslice, W Bohemia. Its macroscopic samples were identified in the old
mines in magnetite-bearing skarn near Zupanovice, SSW of [emruce,
W Moravia. D. NEMEC (1964 J described its fine-granular or massive
black aggregates associated with calcite from the fissures of skarn,
where they occur rarely only. The material for investigation came of the
core from the depth of 200 m. Ilvaite from this locality is a rare case
of its secondary origin.
Pumpellytte was identified and described by S. VRANA (1966) at three
localities. The first two: Zdiarska dolina [valley), S of Ltptovska Teplic-
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and Kvetnica, S of Poprad, are in the amygdaloidal melaphyre rocks
in the Nizke Tatry Mts., W Slovakia. Pumpellyite occurs here as stripes
of radial aggregates grey-green in colour, associated with epidote, calcite and quartz in veins. Very interesting is the occurrence of pumpe11yite on its third locality in the valley of Rakovy potok (creek], NNE
of Bratislava, W Slovakia. It occurs on the fissures of the polymict
breccia as borders of the fillings, associated with axinite, calcite and
actinolite. There is the second association with axinite known in the
world.
Milartte, a very rare mineral of pegmatite veins was identified on two
localities. P. CERNY (1960 J described it from pegmatite vein traversing
serpentine body near Vezna, S of BystrIce on Pernste]n, NW Moravia.
Milarite occurs as acicular or prismatic colourless crystals [max. 15 mm
in size J or radial aggregates on quartz, mtcrocline-perthite or in the
cavities after crystals of decomposed beryl. J. STANEK [1964J described
four small crystals of mllarrte only [max. 4 mm in size J from the well
known locality near Marsikov, NE of Sumperk, N Moravia. They occur
on the druses of crystallized tourmaline and bertrandite in cavities of
pegmatite vein.
on its third occurrence of the world was described by
P. CERNY [1963 J from the desiJicated pegmatite vein traversing serpentine body near Vezna, S of Bystrice on Pernstejn, NW Moravia. This
locality is its first other occurrence than in alkaline pegmanites. Epidi"",non'a occurs here as a product of the hydrothermal decomposition of
beryl and forms small white fibrous aggregates.
Stnkesite on its second and third world-localities was mentioned by
P. CERNY [1965J from pegmatite vein near Vezna, S of Bystrtce on Pernste]n, NW Moravia. It was described in detail by F. CECH [1951J from
lithium-bearing pegmatite of Ctidruztce, SSE of Moravske Budejovice,
SW Moravia. It occurs as thin, white microscopic fibrous fillings in the
fissures of cassiterite crystals. Stokesite was identified roentgenometrtcally and by spectrographic analvsis.
Stevensite, or better said the mineral similar to stevensite, was described by J. BRADNA and Z. DOUBEK [1963 J. It occurs as white or yellowish product of decomposition of natrolite in the cavities of basalt rocks,
of Velis peak near Jicin, NE Bohemia.
Hyatnpnane was discovered on three Iocalittes of the pyrite and Mn-ores
deposit in the area of Chvaletice, E Bohemia. The first of these was
described by L. ZAK [1957 J from Litosice, NE of Caslav. Light greengrey granular aggregates of hyalophane, associated with tremolite-asbestos, rhodochrosite and pyrite occur here in Algonkian graphitic
schists. Quite similar occurrences of granular, white or pinkish hyalophane were described also by F. NovAK and V. HOFFMAN [1950J directly from Chvaletice and by Z. TRDLICKA [1964J from Sovolusky,
ENE of Caslav.
Canerlnite was identified by J. KLOMINSKY [1961 J from the massif of
near Cista, SW of Rakovnlk, W Bohemia. It occurs only
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as microscopic, white or pale-pink grains in the veins of biotite alkaline
syenite.
Helvite occurs as dark brown or black grains [max. 1 cm in size), similar to cassiterite, associated with microcline-perthite, albite, apatite
and other minerals in pegmatite vein near Susice, SSE of Klatovy, SW
Bohemia. It was described by F. CECH and F. NovAK (1961). More
common finds of helvite were identified by F. NOVAK and J. JANSA
[1963, 1965) in the deposit of Mn-ores in Chvaletice, E of Koltn, E Bohemia. Yellow or yellow-brown fine-granular aggregates of helvite occur in dark-grey hornstone rock. Helvite contains 10 percents of beryllium here.
Mordenlte [ptilolite) was described in Czechoslovakia for the first time
as ptilolite by B. BOBKOVA (1932) from the fissures of amygdaloidal
melaphyre rocks near Zd'arek, SSE of Liberec, N Bohemia. It was associated with chalcedony, quartz, calcite and barite here. P. CERN£"
(1967) identified this mineral as mordenite from the fissures of melaphyre rocks at Kozakov-peak [Votrubec-quarry), E of Turnov, NE Bohemia. Mordenite is here a member of a riche zeolites paragenesis and
occurs as white grey, needle-like crystals [max. 8 mm in size), associated with fine crystals of heulandite, chabasite, analcite and other interesting zeolites.
Wellsite, morphologically similar to the polysynthetic compounds of
harmotome or phillipsite, was described from Czechoslovakia on its
third world-locality. Its rare white small, often skeleton crystals, sometimes intergrown through with calcite, occur in cavities and fissures
. of the oligoclase vein near Vezna, S of BystrIce on Pernstejn, NW Moravia. It was described by P. CERNY (1960), who supposed previously
that the mineral was phillipsite.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF NEW FINDS AND NEW KIND

cr

MINERAtS

FROM CZECHOSLOVAKIA DURING 1950-1959

AlJuaudite
Arsenolamprite
Augelite
Berzatlantte
Betpakdahte
Bismutoferrite
Blomstrandine
Brnchanttte
Buknvskylte •

Cancrinite
Clausthalite
Clinostrengite
Coloradoite
Cosalite
Crandallite
Crookesite
Cryptomelane
Cyanotrichite
Enargite
Epididymite
Eskebornite
Eucatrite
Fairfieldite
Ferrisicklerite
Gahnite
Gahnospinel
Geocronite
Gorceixite
Graftonite
Griphite
Gudmundite
Hambergite
Hawleyite
Helvite
Heterosite
Hlihnerkobelite
Huntite
Hureaulite
Hurlbutite
Hyalophane

Chapmanite
Ilvaite
Isokite
Kettnerite •
Kobellite
Kuutekite "
Laueite

Linarite
Lipseumbtte •
Melanoph1ogite
Merreghinite
Messelite
Micro1Jte
Milarite
Mlth r ld attte
Moissanite
Mlllyb;lite·

Montroseite
Mordenite
Nnvaktte "

Oyamalite
Paxite "
P'anerite
Polvdyrntte
Pumpellyite
Pyrophanite
Ramsdellite
Rezbanyite
Rockbridgeite
Rosasite
Sarcopside
Scorzalite
Sekanlnatte •
Scholzlte

Skutterudite
Stevensite
Stibiconite
Stichtite
Stokesite
Strunzite
Tephroite
Tiemannite
Tyrellite
Umangite
Vernadite
Vesignterte
Wagnerite
Wehrlit,e
Wellsite
Willemite
Wodginite
Wolfeite
Zwieselite

Tolal: 8 new kinds of minerals and 85 new finds of minerals.

(. new kind of minerals J
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